
10/26/66 

Dear Sylvia, 

I spent part of Monday night with Dave Welsh, end much of it was pleasant. I 

seid what you said, but more subtly, to him. 

The one word I aiwwktx used you didn't is judgement. I also mde es few slight 
comments about their integrity, about their unfortunate "oversight" in not mentioning 

thst Penn had a book, and its title, and about the kinds of subjects that are not 

appropriate to ppoofing. 

t was very polite. Naturally, it was an accident about Penn's book, ami, 
naturally, they used no one else's materisl in their stuff. 

They got a pretty good play here, as did Penn -with no mention of his book, | 

again, 

Someone called up p Jack MeKinney last night to say how good you were (which is 

exactly wheat I heard). 

Anything new on Manchester? Harper's are how saying that he does, too, say three 

bullets were fired; someone misunderstood. 

Hape you saw Penn. It was good sesing him again. 

Enclosed are some UPO clips. aad tend iwako) 

By the way, I heve also challenged Fenn’ to debate his "review" or my book, in 

the columns of the SR or elsewhere, asked Jack McKinney to challenge him to meet me 

on those kilocycles, and expect no answer. I have also written the President of 

UCLA about the subsidy to the coming whitewash, charged a number of other things, 

made a couple of challenges, send sent Bill snd Maggie copies. 

.- Lane blunderéd badly, even by the account of his loyal vartisan Ray. anybody 

ean win that suit for Liebeler, if Lane ever files it. But thé people in LA sre 
deeply concerned. 

Sé@1d Itelian rights to Feltrinelli. 
pure eats im 

Work going slowly (Penn - was a pleasent owe). Had to decline offer to appear 
on Barry Gray show two weeks ago because + had medical necessities lasting so lete 

into the day I could get there only by flying, cannot afford that end they would not 

psy it. I'm to get in touch with them when I know I'll be in Nyc. 

Best,


